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Abstract
Taliban seized power in Kabul on 15th August 2021 after the abrupt pulling out of US and NATO forces from Afghanistan. Taliban assured international community about the human rights protection, women education, freedom of media, and no use of Afghan soil by terrorists against any other country. These assurances appraised international community not to oppose their regime. However, after more than a year has passed, future of Afghanistan is still uncertain. This study tries to analyse the geo-politics of Afghanistan after the fall of Kabul to Taliban. It tries to explore the reasons for non-confrontationist policies by the neighboring states as well as regional powers. Qualitative methodology with secondary sources has been used in this research. Findings of the research reveal that despite assurances by Taliban regime, Afghanistan is gradually plunging into the similar situation of 1990s. However, from regional integration perspective, there are high hopes that it can act as bridge between Central and South Asia and China with the Persian Gulf. Regional countries must contribute for the peace and development of Afghanistan by supporting the people of Afghanistan to decide their future. Afghanistan can either be a roundabout or a dead end street for the regional states that depends on the region’s policies towards it.
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Introduction
The situation in Afghanistan is heart wrenching, even after spending $2 trillion USD and external assistance, the country is still in crisis. The 20 years so called “War on Terror” launched by the US after 9/11 came to an
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end with abrupt pull out of US troops and its allies from Afghanistan. Taliban’s takeover of Kabul has brought an end to the US backed government and two decades of American era in Afghanistan. As a result, President Ashraf Ghani fled from Afghanistan, leaving poor Afghansis at the mercy of chaos and anarchy. The situation which the world observed in the midst of August of 2021 at Hamid Karzai International Airport was a real mess and an example of statelessness. After two decades of bitter experiences while fighting against the “foreign occupation forces” and being captive at Guantanamo Bay Prison, Taliban have shown relatively a softer side this time. Announcements in the first press conference, such as promise to ensure women’s rights, freedom of media was considered as a good omen for peace and development in the war-ravaged country, but female students have been banned to Universities and colleges. Whereas giving general amnesty to everyone prevented chaos and bloodshed in the country.

It is true that Taliban’s government has emerged to be the first ever since 1973 to control almost the whole country. However, Taliban ascendance to power led to freezing of Afghanistan’s assets by United States and halted aid by IMF and the World Bank. Since, Afghanistan’s economy was primarily based on external aid and assistance for 20 years, Taliban are unable to manage the outcome of economic crisis. Weak economic conditions pose a great challenge not only to their government but also to the Afghan society. The region and countries close to Afghanistan are affected directly by the instability in Afghanistan and to avoid Afghanistan plunging into a battlefield once again, important regional actors like Pakistan, Iran, China, Russia and Central Asian states are advocating for stable Afghanistan at various multilateral platform. All have engaged Taliban leadership in negotiations as well.

After Taliban seizing power in Kabul, factions like “Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan” (TTP) resurfaced which is a matter of concern for Pakistan and can put China’s long-term investment in the region at stake. Therefore, People’s Republic of China is amongst the first to provide $31 million of financial assistance to Taliban Regime. In addition to this Pakistan has also
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provided relief goods to Afghanistan. On the other hand, Russia and Central Asia also ensured to help Afghanistan out of current difficulties because re-emergence of militant groups in Central Asian Republics will destabilize regimes of Central Asia and its connectivity with the energy hungry South Asia. Keeping aforementioned motives in view, these states have shown interest to fill the vacuum by harnessing the economic potential of South Asia and Central Asia through Afghanistan.

Background

The word Taliban in Pashto means “students”, which emerged on the world stage in early 1990s after the withdrawal of USSR, which also led to the collapse of communist regime in Afghanistan and rise of civil disorder. Taliban arose as a small force of group in Afghanistan consisting religious scholars and its followers aiming to fight against crime and corruption. Since, most of the locals in Afghanistan found harmony under Islamic rhetoric by mujahideen and madrassahs in south of Afghanistan. These factions in late 1996 had an effective control over the two-thirds of Afghanistan and its capital Kabul by declaring Afghanistan as Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan. Despite of Taliban’s punitive acts such as executing incumbent President “Muhammad Najeebullah”, implementation of Pashtunwali, marginalization of women in Afghanistan and instituting strict Islamic laws derived from interpretation of Quranic verses fit in to their beliefs, unforgiving punishments and suppression of political opponents by force, Kingdom of Saudi Arab, Pakistan and UAE recognized Taliban’s regime.

Osama Bin Laden and Al-Qaeda were held responsible for 9/11. The US asked Taliban to handover Bin Laden, who had been hiding in Afghanistan,
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but Taliban refused to hand him over. As a result, United States and its allies on October 7, 2001 started “Operation Enduring Freedom” to fight against Taliban and their supporters. The United States successfully toppled Taliban’s regime and established transitional government. While United States and its allies were busy in reconstructing Afghanistan and focusing on preparing new constitution for Afghanistan, Taliban were regrouping and getting stronger. Taliban started to wage war against the established US backed government in Afghanistan while surviving against the NATO. These counterinsurgency operations have resulted in killing of more than 6000 US combatants, 1100 NATO soldiers, 47000 civilians, and more than 73000 Afghanistan’s military and paramilitary troops. The instability in Afghanistan had catastrophic impacts on the whole region resulting in growing Islamic fundamentalism, transnational terrorism, extremism, poverty in Afghanistan, flow of refugees into neighboring countries, increased drug trafficking, illicit trade affecting the trade and commerce which had adverse impact on growth rate of Afghanistan as well neighboring countries, hindering development projects, and above all detaching energy deprived South Asia from highly enriched Central Asia. Peace talks started under the Trump’s administration, and in 2020 under US-Taliban agreement, United States ensured to pull all of its forces from Afghanistan if Taliban fulfill its commitments including ending ties with terrorists organizations. Whereas, in August 2021, under Biden’s administration the abrupt pull out of US forces completed leaving Afghanistan muddled in economic and humanitarian crisis again.

Afghanistan’s Geo-Strategic Importance

Afghanistan used to serve as natural corridor between Indian subcontinent and Persian Gulf and Central Asia. However, today it is termed as “Crossroad of Routes in Asia”. The foremost reason is because Afghanistan is situated at the epicenter of Middle East, South and Central
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Asia, including China. The country also possesses highly remunerative raw materials such as copper and lithium. Additionally, Afghanistan is located at the junction of states aiming to be regional hegemon such as, China, India, Iran, Pakistan and Russia. These regional leaders bestow great attention to Afghanistan keeping its geopolitical as well as geostrategic significance. However, the significant factor in term of regional framework is the US withdrawal and Taliban rise to power in Afghanistan.

Keeping the current situation in view, incorporation of Afghanistan into regional economic process is essential requirement for regional peace, security and connectivity. It is important to highlight that instability in Afghanistan not only threatens the region but also challenges global security as it did in 1990s. The abrupt withdrawal of United States has jeopardized the situation in Afghanistan. Afghanistan once again is in a condition where economy is crippled and security is paralyzed, the naive Taliban’s government without any expertise is running the country. Afghanistan, despite being the landlocked country has geostrategic significance, chaos and instability in Afghanistan would have far stretched impacts across the region. Therefore, it is not wrong to mention that it has become regional states responsibility to formulate state policies towards Afghanistan in order to maintain peace and achieve regional connectivity.

Methodology

Qualitative research methodology is used in this research to analyse the data for better understanding of the context, opinions and experiences. The research relies on the data from secondary sources available since there is non-availability of primary source data and official state documents. Internationally known journals, online analysts’ articles and newspaper reports are utilized instead of primary state sources as there is a control of the regime over the published writings and a biased point of view is noticeable. However, about half of the data incorporated is extracted from the internationally recognized newspaper reports; hence these can be categorized as primary and secondary source as well. This consideration of perceiving it as primary and secondary source depends upon the inference made by the scholar going through the research article.

Literature Review

Naz and Jaspal have assessed how Trump’s policy towards Afghanistan is giving rise to problems in Afghanistan. They observed the
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growing influence of Afghanistan’s neighboring countries and great powers interference in Afghanistan affairs to achieve their prior objectives. They are convinced to believe that all actors want to eradicate terrorism from Afghanistan but have opposing policies keeping their interests in view. As a result, Afghan National Defense and Security Forces (ANDSF) failed to prevent the rise of Taliban. As mentioned by Cordesman and Hwang, despite of United States efforts Afghan forces are still weak to sustain in peace and conflict without US presence. As it was noted by Shahrani during Karzai regime that in the absence of international troops, Taliban are expected to rise again and will try replace Karzai thugocracy with Taliban’s theocracy. For Safi, this raised anxiety amongst the people of Afghanistan because in her opinion, this will strengthen terrorist organizations therefore, for Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) sustainability, international support is necessary to bring stability in Afghanistan. Before Taliban assuming power in Afghanistan, the state was already undergoing economic crisis and political instability. According to World Bank data, derailing security situation, third wave of COVID-19 and climate change have affected agricultural production and reduced economic growth to August 2021 but as prophesied by Max Boot, complete US withdrawal would allow Taliban to overthrow Afghanistan’s government and threatens the people of Afghan society especially the women who are not willing to live under Taliban’s regime.

Regional scholars apprehended situation in Afghanistan with noting the changing dynamics of the region. While taking geostrategic location of Afghanistan into account, Nasreen considered Pakistan as a significant neighboring country of Afghanistan. According to her, Afghanistan’s war
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hindered regional development and jeopardize regional security.\textsuperscript{24} The rise of ISIS in the midst of war has been another challenge for regional states, while taking Afghanistan, Pakistan, South and Central Asia into consideration, for Kashif Afghanistan being the war-torn state with fragile economy and poor governance made the risk of ISIS expansion comparatively more genuine.\textsuperscript{25} Similarly, Bobokulov viewed Islamic State (IS) and Taliban presence in Afghanistan as a threat to Afghanistan’s complex security situation which led to “hybrid war” and considered immediate threat to neighboring Central Asian states.\textsuperscript{26} Thomas Kunze, Michail Logvinov and Konrad Adenauer Stiftung viewed ISAF troop withdrawal from Afghanistan as an opportunity for Central Asian Republics. Owing to fragile security and expansion of terrorist groups, they were of the view that Central Asian republics would enhance cooperation through an organization like SCO, CSTO and NATO.\textsuperscript{27} In addition to this, Trenin and Malashenko have observed the prevailing “Afghan syndrome” in Moscow before engaging with Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{28} Whereas, Ahmad Majidyar and Ali Alfoneh noted how Iran played Afghan refugee card as an instrument to mold Afghanistan policies in favour of Tehran at the expense of US. In their opinion, Tehran has been destabilizing the region by such policies and halting US led efforts in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{29} This is because Tehran approach towards Afghanistan is entirely security centric and any deterioration of US influence in Afghanistan is considered as success for Iran.\textsuperscript{30} Reckoning Beijing’s security and economic concerns, Zhao Hong has examined China’s readiness to demonstrate its responsibility in the world affair through its “March West Strategy” which he believed to yield positive outcomes and
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establish new kind of Sino-US relationship based on cooperation and balanced approach in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{31} Since then, Zaho Huasheng has undertaken Afghanistan prominent position in Chinese foreign policy under new neighbourhood diplomacy initiated by Xi Jinping in 2013 keeping NATO withdrawal and BRI project in view.\textsuperscript{32} According to Zhu Yongbiao, China is more actively involved in Afghanistan and believed to have cooperation between Sino and United States on Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{33}

Adhering to the recent developments in Afghanistan, Saxena outlines Indian position after the fall of Kabul, according to her Taliban’s takeover has shattering impact on geostrategic interest of India and this might leads India to reshape its policies according to the changing regional dynamics.\textsuperscript{34} Iftekharul Bashar explains how Taliban’s takeover has a far stretched security implications for Bangladesh, according to him, Taliban’s rise will empower extremism with whom they have ideological and religious association. Therefore, proactive check on flow of people, effective surveillance and strong border security is required.\textsuperscript{35} But heeding to Afghanistan’s civil economic condition, the state has disrupted United States efforts.\textsuperscript{36} Furthermore, Raffaello Pantucci and Abdul Basit considers Taliban’s success as the success of Al-Qaeda and its interpretation of Jihad, the authors also reiterates on the complex landscape existing threats, according to them, the focus is more now on region and they have drawn the jihadist landscapes of South Asia, Southeast and Central Asia, also in Middle East, Africa, Europe and North America.\textsuperscript{37} However, according to Elizabeth Threlkeld and Grace Easterly, future stability in Afghanistan depends on the bilateral relation of Afghanistan-Pakistan and United States
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engagement to formulate suitable outcome. But this research tries to explore how peace and economic development in Afghanistan can be achieved under the Taliban regime.

Theoretical Framework
In the wake of globalized world, the word “dependence” and “interdependence” is more often used by scholars, researchers and political analysts. The actors in international system realized that principles of attaining actual power are something beyond hard power, which entails stable economic system and technological advancement. As a result, scholars from Liberal and Realist schools of thoughts came up with contradictory arguments to influence each other’s point of view. Considering prevailing global trends, Complex Interdependence Theory proposed by Robert Keohane and Joseph S. Nye in 1970s, became a central constituent to understand the behaviour of states vis-à-vis transnational actors. It is inductive clarification of Liberalism and Realism to explain the international structure where policies of one actor are determined by actions of other actors and vice-versa. This means that actors are dependent on each other in a complex interdependent world. Keohane and Nye explains why states willingly enter into alliance or cooperate with each other by emphasizing on global political economy, relations between transnational actors’ visa-a-vis transnational governments, and upholding cooperation at international level. Consequently, in the contemporary world complex relations amongst countries and their interests is evident. This theory also includes non-state actors as a significant actor of international system. It also entails to add social welfare of the society on international political agenda.

powerful elites, and they are continuously shaping the international system in which they interact with other actors.\textsuperscript{42} Nicholas Onuf, being the prominent figure in Constructivism School of thought has observed that the world is socially constructed.

In addition to this, Alexander Wendt argues that identity is also socially constructed based on ideational structure not material structure. According to Constructivism agency (powerful elites and leaders in decision making) and international structure are mutually constituted based on how they perceive the actions of other actors whether in terms of animosity or goodwill gesture.\textsuperscript{43} Hence, anarchy is also socially constructed, and it is what agency make of it. Therefore, states have multiple identities. From this perspective, it can be noted that the states in proximity to Afghanistan may use humanitarian challenges posing to be negative by the new regime as an opportunity; followed by help in constructing a balanced image of a prospering Afghanistan which offers advantages and peace to the region itself.

Similarly, Taking Complex Interdependence and Constructive Schools of thoughts into consideration, Afghanistan is positioned at the epicenter of Middle East, Central and South Asia. Policies or actions from Afghanistan have profound impacts on the regional states adjacent to Afghanistan. As the region has witnessed instability caused by the “War on Terror”, counterinsurgency and again the rise of Taliban, leading to refugee crisis, drugs trafficking, security crisis etc. Studying Afghanistan through the lens of Complex Interdependence and Constructivism theoretical framework provides a clear vision that why regional actors like China, Pakistan, Iran, Russia and Central Asian states are more concerned of bringing peace in Afghanistan as compared to the western allies which left the country without giving a future plan. For example, Pakistan hosts 1.4 million Afghan refugees according to UNHCR statistics.\textsuperscript{44} Pakistan has suffered from many terrorist attacks and has lost more than 70,000 people already. Iran also hosts 780,000 Afghan refugees.\textsuperscript{45} As it is a burden on their economy as well, Tehran fears the infiltrating of Islamic State Khorasan Province as refugees into Iran. Beijing is more vigilant to secure vested interest in the region as compared to 1990s where China did not recognize Taliban regime. This has increased Chinese
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concerns about cross-border terrorism because they cannot afford instability in Afghanistan as it has direct impact and spill over impact into Xinjiang. Russia which fought in Afghanistan during 1979-89 is also cognizant of the spillover effect of the instability in the region which can damage its interest. Apart from this, Russia is also concerned about infiltration of Islamic extremism in the Central Asia which they faced during the Cold War. The Central Asian States also faced extremism and terrorism with respect to the instability in Afghanistan as many of the terrorist organizations have close linkages across the regions. In addition to this, constructivism argues about the identity is what leaders or elites makes of it similarly Afghanistan under Taliban regime despite of its harsh domestic policies and socio-economic crisis regional actors stance is considerably different because they believe Afghanistan being at the Center, their policies have far-stretched consequences on the social, political and economic policies of the states in the region.

Leaders from China, Russia, Central Asian States and even Iran refrained to recognize Taliban’s previous regime are indulging Taliban in negotiations keeping their interest in view. For them, Afghanistan’s new identity of this new decade in the 21st century depends on how Taliban interact with them because the core objective of Taliban regime is survival and regional actors have their own core interests keeping Afghanistan’s geopolitics in view. In this regard, Complex Interdependence and Constructivism provides an adequate explanation of this contemporary Taliban rise.

The Fall of Kabul and Emerging Challenges

In the year 2018, the confidential report by United States intelligence revealed that the abrupt pull out of forces might lead to the revival of Taliban and civil war but President Trump stressed on negotiating with Taliban in return of cutting off ties with all terrorist organizations in future. The United States concluded war under Biden’s administration, considering it as unnecessary burden. However, President Biden assumed Afghan forces are well trained to confront Taliban but it failed to prevent the fall of Kabul into the hands of Taliban. Since, President Biden was unable to
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manage the outcome; this led to the evacuation of US embassy staff with the assistance of 3000 US troops on August 12, 2021. On the other hand, Taliban forces seized the opportunity to gain complete control of Kabul on August 15, 2021. The fall of Kabul in 2021 is considered as a major historical failure for the United States and its allies till date. Moreover, the sudden departure of President Ghani from the country, who continuously vowed to “fight till the end”, caused disarray amongst politicians and its people. This created a power vacuum; as a result Taliban took over Arg, Kabul and assumed the authority of the state. Soon after realizing Taliban’s rise to power in Kabul, the United States, Germany and Western allies suspended their aid to Afghanistan. This led to most formidable economic crisis because as per World Bank statistics 40% of Afghanistan’s GDP ($4.284 billion) was dependent on foreign aid and assistance. In addition to this, foreign exchange reserves amounting $9.5 billion, as per IMF statistics, were frozen by United States Federal Reserves which has led to the condition where Afghanistan’s Central Bank is no more capable of handling the exchange rate leading to a collapse of local currency and steady rise in inflation. IMF’s Spokesperson, Gerry Rice, on August 18, 2021 announced that looking at the prevailing situation of Afghanistan; the country is unable to access IMF resources (known as Special Drawing Rights). SDR included $450 million share from the global IMF quota  SDR would have resolved the problems like balance of payments and helpful in managing the fresh government. The donors such as Germany, France and World Bank halted all of their disbursements. Due to these challenges, Taliban’s government found it difficult to meet the basic needs of Afghan people. Taliban government is unable to combat these internal and external challenges by its own. Hence, Taliban regime is desperately looking for foreign engagements.

The Reincarnation of Taliban and Afghanistan in 21st Century

The rise and fall of Taliban to the reincarnation of Taliban regime in Kabul is termed as Taliban 2.0. Taliban 2.0 with seizing quick victory has stunned the world. Though numerous view the past trajectory record of Taliban reign (1996-2001) as wicked and immoral. However, assuming the future policies of Taliban would be the same as they were implementing before their regime was toppled in 2001 is a matter of concern for everyone. To address this, Taliban today are not the same as they used to be mid-1990s. Similarly, Afghanistan today has changed too. The infrastructure of

Afghanistan is more developed as compared to the infrastructure back in 1996. For example, USAID has maintained the current infrastructure which allows people to move easily. Afghanistan has Tarakhil Power Plant built by USAID in 2009 has a capacity of providing reliable electricity to 660,000 residents in Kabul.\(^{53}\) Kandahar Helmand Power Project under USAID ensured power load accommodation in Afghanistan’s Southern Electric Power System (SEPS) to overcome the problem of low-voltage disruption system and also upgraded Kajaki’s control systems to provide affordable electric energy supply to locals, governmental and private sector offices in the province of Helmand and Kandahar.\(^{54}\)

The Ashraf Ghani government in 2017 inaugurated transmission projects which was aim to provide direct access of imported electricity to the people living in Ghazni with capacity of 220 KV transmission lines under North East Power System (NEPS) -South East Power System (SEPS) interconnection Projects as a part of larger Power Transmission Expansion and Connectivity (PTEC), PTEC was sponsored by USAID and Asian Development Bank.\(^{55}\) In addition to this, Afghanistan today is blessed with its solar plant installed in Kandahar that is providing clean drinking water to 75,000 people.\(^{56}\) The roads are constructed and upgraded (more than 2,000km) which links the populous provinces of Afghanistan. These roads are linking, facilitating commerce and movement of people across the country.\(^{57}\) Apart from this, during the first reign of Taliban (1996-2001) people remained aloof of the emerging trends and modern concepts but today Afghanistan is connected with the outer world and is aware of the happenings around the globe through internet.

Taliban themselves lacked recognition, so in 2005 they launched an official website named “Al-Emaraha” headed by Zabiullah Mujahid. Currently, Zabiullah Mujahid has more than 371,000 followers on Twitter. They have learned the art of staying connected with the world. The adaption of social media platforms and its techniques have proven to be successful in swift ascent and diplomatic legitimacy.\(^{58}\) In short, they have learnt the tactics of information warfare which is being used by them to project their point of view locally and internationally. Once in power, Taliban promised to ensure
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women’s right, freedom of media, and supporting NGO’s. They willingly showed more political openness as compared to their previous regime. General amnesty to everyone has proven that they are now determined to settle the disputes by table talks and open diplomacy but their ban on women education has raised the alarms across the whole world. The two decades ousted Taliban from Power and had maintained contact with tribes other than Pashtuns, this have also instilled the dire need to develop a form of governance which includes other tribes as well.59

But unfortunately, it’s been one year to the fall of Kabul, Taliban regime has yet to formulate its formal structure of government, the state is still governed by the interim cabinet established back in August 2021.60 Despite of their pledges to uphold women rights, treat minority equally, not to suppress freedom of voice, they have imposed harsh interpretation of Islamic laws again. Meanwhile, United Nations has observed several violations of human rights in Afghanistan under Taliban’s regime.61 For example, they have delimited press freedom, journalists are detained, protestors who stood against their policies gone missing, Women are obstructed to work and go out without their men, women’s right to education has been rolled out just as “Human Rights Watch” has noted closure of many secondary schools and Universities for girls. In addition to this, no women are included in Taliban’s cabinet and no ministries are given to the group outside Taliban. The tolls of Child marriage are also higher under their regime, Afghanistan is still a safe haven for terrorist organisations like Al-Qaeda, TTP and ISKP. Unpardonably, as per Human Rights Watch report Taliban intimidated, detained and even executed members of former government and ex-members of Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF).62 This has wrecked Taliban’s image domestically and internationally as well. Taliban must acknowledge their lessons from their downfall in 2001 to understand that they cannot rule the country dwelled in crisis without external assistance and engagement. Furthermore, to avoid confrontation it is ostensibly clear that they cannot rule by just imposing policies of banning and prohibitions only, but they must establish a government which is capable of providing services and facilities to its people.

59 Thomas Ruttig, “Have the Taliban Changed?” CTC sentinel 14(13), (Combating Terrorism Center, March 2021). https://ctc.usma.edu/have-the-taliban-changed/
Understandable Concerns: Stable Afghanistan as Top Regional Priority

Two decades of failed American era and leaving the country without formulating future plan has raised many questions on US global leadership role. However, the vacuum has to be filled by other powers. In this regard the important regional actors have shown understandable concerns regarding stability in Afghanistan. Taking Afghanistan’s new identity in consideration, the 20th SCO summit held in Tajikistan on 16-17 September, 2021 the main agenda of discussion was the management of situation in Afghanistan and to encourage regional support towards the war affected country. On October 6, 2021 during Iranian delegation’s visit in Pakistan headed by the deputy foreign minister of Iran, the two neighboring countries of Afghanistan; Iran and Pakistan pledged to coordinate as well as cooperate to bring stability in Afghanistan at bilateral and regional forums. On October 20, 2021 important talks were held in Moscow specifically focused to protect country from economic breakdown and humanitarian calamity. The regional actors (China, India, Pakistan, Russia, Central Asian states) urged UN to organize conference at earliest to address the rebuilding of country as soon as possible. In these talks, Russia calls for an international aid and warned that instability in Afghanistan can spillover from Kabul across the whole region. Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) acknowledged as the collective voice of the Muslim World has called 17th Emergency Meeting of the OIC Council of Foreign Ministers which was held in Islamabad on 19th December 2021. Kingdom of Saudi Arab was the biggest donor for this arrangement and conference. The main agenda of this conference was to discuss and find a way out for humanitarian crisis in Afghanistan. This was the need of time when the whole region is dealing with post conflict Afghanistan after US withdrawal. The summit is important for all the stake holders in the region and across. As it included delegations from the P5+1 group of United Nations Security Council and

European Union.\textsuperscript{67} On the same day, Indian government arranged conference with Central Asian states on Afghanistan issue. Since, Peace and Stability of the region is directly proportional to peace and stability in Afghanistan. Therefore, stability in Afghanistan has become top regional priority after considering the paramount importance of stable Afghanistan.

\textbf{Unlocking Opportunities through Afghanistan}

Afghanistan that is positioned in the middle of South and Central Asian region, can harness its potential as the “Heart of Asia” by connecting these regions. As the region of Central Asia has been isolated for decades by the war ravaged and instability in Afghanistan, from east by the inaccessible terrains of mountains and to the west by Iran. Afghanistan is the natural bridge between Central and South Asia. Connecting both the regions, besides stability, will enhance economic integration and develop infrastructure across Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{68} If Taliban’s government and regional actors succeeds to achieve the desire goal of bringing stability in Afghanistan, it has a potential to unlock many opportunities. Simultaneously, it can recover its ailing economy. Afghanistan as the “Heart of Asia” can enable both regions to increase economic engagements and explore new markets. This can enhance trade, movement of masses and flow of different ideas between South and Central Asian regions. By harnessing this potential through Afghanistan can create new jobs opportunities for the people especially youth from both regions and decrease dependencies on remittance.\textsuperscript{69} Keeping the landlocked nature of Central Asia and presence of two superpowers: China and Russia aiming to dominate the region as per “New Great Game”, looking towards South Asian region through stable Afghanistan which states within the region are striving to achieve can enable and create new opportunities for Central Asian states. As Afghanistan has the potential to provide land corridors which will give access to Iran, Pakistan, India and Indo-pacific region. This can decrease its dependency on Russia and China. For Pakistan, stable Afghanistan has potential of providing efficient and appropriate alternative direct route to Central Asia through land which can give access of new market for Pakistan and connect with its Muslim Majority neighbors.\textsuperscript{70}
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Additionally, Afghanistan being at the center of three regions is a home to diversified population residing within. In the North is Central Asia where ethnic Uzbek, Tajiks, Turkmen reside, in the North East is China which has ancient cultural linkages, towards East and South is Pakistan where Pashtuns and Sunni majority exist in large number, whereas towards West, Persian and Shiite community resides. Taking Afghanistan’s diversified population into account, Afghanistan and its neighboring countries can utilize this aspect as an opportunity to build constructive relations based on mutual respect and shared culture which can contribute towards a diverse common future for revived Afghanistan under Taliban regime and has potential to resolve security concerns too. But it demands to be looked from practical point of view rather than theoretical to achieve regional connectivity.

**Significance of Regional Cooperation and Connectivity for Afghanistan**

Cooperation and connectivity among the states of any region is essential for strengthening economic, social and cultural ties. Afghanistan’s incumbent regime motive to earn the trust of its neighboring countries must be its top priority as it will play significant role at unprecedented level. This cooperation has been unable to achieve due to the derailing security situation in Afghanistan. Afghanistan is ranked as the world’s least peaceful country (163 ranked) as per Global Peace Index 2021. The new Taliban government must be cognizant of the fact that to overcome these rising security challenges, which leads to economic and humanitarian crisis, requires a great deal of effort. So, concept of regional cooperation requires establishment of developing priorities through continuous coordination among the member states. In case of Afghanistan, connectivity and earning support from regional countries can unlock many productive activities which
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can overcome the prevailing economic and humanitarian crisis in country through cooperation and coordination.\textsuperscript{75} This can be done if Taliban regime pledge and coordinate to complete energy projects like TAPI, CASA 1000, TAP-500, transport networks like BRI, Five Nation Railway Corridor, Trans-Afghan Railway line and focus on trade and transit facilities like Special Economic Zones, Multimodal Transport and Logistics Facilities, Regional Customs and Border Management Cooperation etc. But unfortunately, Taliban’s skeptical leadership and its recognition by the regional actors has remained ambiguous and has delayed the completion of these projects. If regional connectivity is achieved, it can pave for Afghanistan to have access to the region’s largest market in India. It is worth mentioning that Chinese stakes and interests in Afghanistan are more as compared to Pakistan because China is asserting to expand its influence beyond the region through Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Furthermore, Stable Afghanistan is pre-requisite for Chinese long-term investment in the region because Chinese economic growth and development demands energy. Afghanistan provides the shortest route for trading Middle Eastern oil specifically Iranian oil to China.\textsuperscript{76} If this trade is hindered it can put Chinese strategic long-term goals at risk too. In addition to this, Beijing wants to secure its position in the region but Taliban regime is unable to handle the emerging crisis. That is why China has announced $31 million aid for Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{77} Beijing also provided 200,000 US dollars to the Afghan Red Crescent Society with 18 tons of goods for the victims of Earthquake.\textsuperscript{78} Russia and Taliban’s government has officially signed oil, gas and wheat deal at a very low price to help Afghanistan out of the humanitarian and


economic crisis. Pakistan on the other hand, strives to attain peace with the new leadership of Afghanistan. Since September, 2021 Pakistan provided almost 14,945 tons of humanitarian assistance to Afghanistan under the umbrella of Pak-Afghan Cooperation Forum. In addition to this, Pakistan has also opened its South Waziristan border following the recent Earthquake in Afghanistan. Pakistan has been providing medical facilities and online training facilities through Allama Iqbal Open University and Virtual University. According to Ruchira Kamboj (Permanent Representative of India to United Nations) India has delivered 40,000 metric of wheat, 36 tons of medicines, almost 500,000 doses of COVID vaccines and 28 tons of relief packages for Afghan society. Kingdom of Saudi Arab granted $30 million to Afghanistan additionally in June 2022. Additionally, Qatar and Kuwait also commit to provide aid and communication to Afghanistan.

It is pertinent to mention; Afghanistan’s new leadership has not only been receiving aids from regional actors but also international community. According to European Commission Report assessed on December 15, 2022, European Union aid program emphasis to address food security, health and educational sector. In report, EU has more than €174 million as humanitarian support to the organizations functioning in Afghanistan and the region. International donors, donated $2.4 billion to Afghanistan to prevent humanitarian collapse. Right after when United Nations appealed to urgency of crisis in Afghanistan, Germany provided $218 million and Japan donated $109 million as assistance. Whereas, since August 2021, United States has provided more than $1.1 billion as humanitarian assistance and nearly $812 million from USAID with additional $320 million from the State Department.
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These recent engagements reveal that the Afghan people are not forgotten. Taliban government on the other hand, must acknowledge the fact that Afghanistan cannot expect to be recognized as a legitimate international community member until they provide the rights to the people of Afghanistan. Therefore, it is imperative to review the geostrategic importance of Afghanistan and how it can offer a novel pathway for growth in the field of economic, security, political and cultural domains. This will contribute to enhance growth and stability within a region. Afghanistan’s new government must turn adversities into opportunities by engaging herself in wellness activities through connectivity and cooperation with regional actors. The Taliban, regional actors and international community must ensure the most basic rights for everyone living in Afghanistan: Right to live.

Conclusion

United States, after spending $2 trillion, failed to bring peace and stability in Afghanistan. The abrupt American exit after two decades and complete takeover of Taliban has given rise to alarming multi-faceted economic and humanitarian crisis. The naive government of Taliban is anxious to overcome these challenges after freezing of Afghanistan’s $9.8 billion assets by United States. Either it be Pakistan, China, Iran or be it Russia and Central Asian states, instability in Afghanistan has far stretched bearings across the region. It is evident that regional actors don’t want to see Afghanistan descending into long extended conflict again and bringing stability in Afghanistan even before officially recognizing Taliban’s regime has become top regional priority. Therefore, important regional actors like Pakistan, Russia, China, and Central Asian states are reiterating and organizing conferences, summits to raise awareness of the emerging crisis if not dealt properly. On the other hand, the Taliban 2.0 identity is a challenge brought forward by the regional actors as they are responsible to present an induced constructed identity which is different from Taliban 1.0. Therefore, these states have been engaging and providing humanitarian aid to the people of Afghanistan. But not to forget, Taliban today must know, they cannot rule by just marginalizing women, imposing bans and prohibitions; they must keep in consideration that they cannot get out of the prevailing condition without external assistance. Hence, they must win the trust of regional states. Harnessing the economic potential of the region through Afghanistan can resolve its economic and humanitarian crisis. Stable Afghanistan provides

prospects for peace and economic development not only for Afghanistan but for the region as well, because the changing aspects of regional cooperation and coordination play a vital role in bringing peace and development in the region. This is worth mentioning that regional actors are playing its part, peace and development can be achieved by collective multilateralism. Hence, active regional participation through coordination can address and resolve the recent challenges of poverty, underdevelopment, and pave ways to reinforce the economic development and stability which regional actors and Taliban is striving to achieve.
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